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VolCorp Introduces New ALM Platform
4/22/19
NASHVILLE – VolCorp is pleased to announce its new Asset‐Liability Management (ALM) platform for credit unions.
Introducing re:ALM (Risk Exposure Asset‐Liability Management), the new tier‐based ALM program that is scalable
for all credit unions.
Now with two different tiers of ALM service, re:ALM offers flexibility to credit unions based on the complexity of
their balance sheet. re:ALM Connect provides credit unions whose balance sheet is less complex an impressive set
of reports and analysis. VolCorp’s ALM team will download the credit union’s 5300 report directly from NCUA,
freeing up the time required for data gathering. For those credit unions with more intricate balance sheets, re:ALM
Edge takes a more precise approach by uploading detailed data provided by the credit union. As a bonus, re:ALM
Edge clients receive additional features such as free commentaries and consulting.
“Asset‐liability management is now a commonplace piece of credit union risk control and performance analysis,”
said Chris Hartung, VP of ALM with VolCorp. “ALM allows credit unions to conceptually understand balance sheet
actions that drive performance and risk and provides for more rational financial management. Regulators know
the value of solid ALM management activity. The benefits of a strong ALM program have never been more evident.
re:ALM provides a powerful tool for our member credit unions.”
For more information on both re:ALM Connect and re:ALM Edge, please contact Chris Hartung at 800.470.3444,
extension 7907.
About VolCorp:
Volunteer Corporate Credit Union (VolCorp) is a not‐for‐profit financial cooperative that serves natural person
credit unions nationally. Guided by a volunteer board of directors, VolCorp was organized for the express purpose
of providing low‐cost financial services and competitive investment and lending rates to our member/owners.
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